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Afish,
I have lived in the gas patch area all my life its a part of everyday life. I see the trucks fueling up every moring,
I have a high pressure gas line in my back yard. Brookville has had an a few companies move into the area to
service the industry. I also just so happen to be the pressident of my local TU..
I am also on the few members of this site that is not hiding behind some fake name. You can find out who I am
and what I do for conservation efforts pretty easily. I am not blowing smoke I understand the industry and the
process much better than your average Joe. And I am also willing to talk over issues and concerns in person
and have many times.
I am a major proponate of proper management and I do understand some may feel that they got a raw deal one
way or another and I have sympathy for that. What I dont have sympathy for are those that hide behind a fake
name and really have no understading of the regualtions and oversights that are in place. Complaining about
repersentivies and making comments about water contamination that has in many cases proven to not be an
issue and not happening at the rate many of you would seem to believe is not helping anything. Your best bet is
to open the lines of communication with the industry and reach an agreeement everyone can live with. Be
visible and monitor your local streams and make it known that we are watching and seeing what is happening
on our streams on a weekly daily basis.
Thinking the answer is neuclar power right now is a nobal idea but for the short term its not practical we would
need to build and approve numerious facilities and build them which is no easy or cheap task.
I really think this forum should move to using real name. It would make things a lot easier for the mods and
administrators to keep things in check. Hiding behind a fake name is the mark of a coward in my book.

